§ 27.94
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SOUTH DELTA

the retention thereof, conform to the
act and any applicable regulations.

All counties in the state of Louisiana and
all counties in the state of Mississippi not
included in the North Delta market.

[53 FR 29327, Aug. 4, 1988]

§ 27.96 Quotations in bona fide spot
markets.

EAST TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA
All counties in the state of Oklahoma and
the Texas counties east of and including
Montague, Wise, Parker, Erath, Comanche,
Mills, San Saba, Mason, Sutton, Edwards,
Kinney, Maverick, Webb, Zapata, Star and
Hidalgo counties.

The price or value and differences between the price or value of grades and
staple lengths of cotton shall be based
solely upon the official cotton standards of the United States and shall be
the actual commercial value or price
and differences as determined by the
sale of spot cotton in such spot market. Quotations shall be determined
and maintained in each designated spot
market by the Cotton Division, Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, as
follows:
(a) In spot markets designated to determine differences for the settlement
of futures contracts, the Cotton Division will on each business day determine and quote by bale volume the
prices or values of base qualities which
are deliverable on any active futures
contracts, as well as the differences for
all other qualities deliverable on such
contracts. The prices or differences for
non-deliverable qualities will be determined and quoted by bale volume in
each such spot market for those qualities normally produced or traded in
that particular market.
(b) In spot markets not designated to
determine differences for the settlement of futures contracts, the Cotton
Division will on each business day determine and quote by bale volume the
prices or differences for all qualities of
cotton normally produced or traded in
each such spot market.

WEST TEXAS
All Texas counties not included in the East
Texas, Oklahoma and Desert Southwest Markets and the New Mexico counties of Union,
Quay, Curry, Roosevelt and Lea.
DESERT SOUTHWEST
The Texas counties of Val Verde, Crockett,
Terrell, Pecos, Brewster, Presidio, Jeff
Davis, Culberson, Hudspeth and El Paso, all
New Mexico counties except those included
in the West Texas market, all counties in the
state of Arizona and the California counties
south of and including Riverside and Orange
counties.
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
All California counties except those included in the Desert Southwest market.
[53 FR 29326, Aug. 4, 1988]

§ 27.94 Spot markets for contract settlement purposes.
The following are designated as spot
markets for the purpose of determining
as provided in paragraph 15b(f)(3) of the
act, the differences above or below the
contract price which the receiver shall
pay for grades tendered or deliverable
in settlement of a basis grade contract:
(a) For cotton delivered in settlement of any No. 2 contract on the New
York Cotton Exchange: Southeastern,
North and South Delta, Eastern Texas
and Oklahoma, West Texas, and Desert
Southwest.
(b) [Reserved]

[53 FR 29327, Aug. 4, 1988]

§ 27.97 Ascertaining the accuracy of
price quotations.
The buyers and sellers of cotton in
each spot market shall be responsible
for providing accurate and timely
price, quality, and volume of purchases
data by growth area to the Cotton Division. The Cotton Division is responsible for ascertaining the accuracy of
the price quotations in each designated
spot market. The Cotton Division will
carry out this responsibility by performing the following duties and functions:

[53 FR 29327, Aug. 4, 1988, as amended at 67
FR 77148, Dec. 17, 2002]

PRICE QUOTATIONS AND DIFFERENCES
§ 27.95 Spot markets to conform to Act
and regulations.
Every bona fide spot market shall, as
a condition of its designation and of
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